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Sacred Feminine Business

by Avalon Darnesh



Flourish is a guided journey to honour your self as a woman,
trust your natural rhythm and grow your beautiful business, 

the Sacred Feminine Way.
 

This is more than just a business course. 
It's a shift in your very being.

It's a sacred activation to remember who you are
and what you're here for, so you can take consistent,

courageous action, and thrive financially doing your soul work.
 

Be guided through the Flower of Love with 7 key areas to 
map out your own Soul Business Ecology 

for your divine life and business.
 

Deepen into love
Reclaim your wildness

Activate your Gifts and Magic
 

We are here to bring great love and healing
to Earth once again.

 
Your wisdom, power and magic is needed now, sister.

Honour Your Self
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Sacred
Woman
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The Flower of Love

In Flourish, be guided through 7 keys to map out 
your Soul Business Ecology
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come into a deeper relationship with your self as a woman
embrace and honour your role as mother & nurturer
clarify your purpose & contribution in the new culture we are
birthing
flesh out your one-page Soul Business Ecology to help you stay
on track and grow your business
intentionally design your lifestyle & business with spaciousness
& flexibility for rest, family and fun too
grow deep roots, trust yourself, confidently show up, share your
gifts, and enjoy sacred wealth

Flourish helps you weave all parts of your life together into one
interconnected whole, with your authentic self at the centre.

 
In Flourish be supported to: 

Most business courses leave mothers feeling torn between work
and children, but Flourish is different.

Flourish guides you into a deeper relationship with life, to trust your
self, fulfil your soul's calling, and live a beautiful life.

 

Flourish
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Being in Flow
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Honouring Your Own Personal Rhythm
 

In Flourish, you are encouraged to come into deeper
alignment with your heart, womb and voice, and honour your

own unique rhythm while also taking consistent action.
 

How is the Course Delivered?
 

As soon as you join Flourish, you receive immediate access in
your Blossoming Woman Course Portal. You do not need to
attend any live classes, as all classes are available at your
fingertips in the Course Portal.

Each module includes a Video Overview, followed by a series
of short audio classes, which makes the course accessible to
do easily around other responsibilities, like children and other
commitments.

You also receive behind-the-scenes insights from me as you
go. You have long term access to the course, and can do it at
your own pace, which is perfect for mothers.



To begin, you are guided into deep inner alignment with a
paradigm shift and commitment to honour yourself, explore

your identity, values and unique qualities, and develop simple
practices and new habits that nurture you 

to flourish as a sacred woman.

Arrive
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Module One:

Welcome: Overview video of Module One: Arrive
Behind the Scenes
Your Business as Your Devotion
Making the Shift
Commitment
Your Organisational Ecology
Tips for Success
Presence and Potency
Luxuriating in the Simplicity of Life
Appreciating Your Natural Soul Gifts
Deepening Into Your Frequency
Your Beautiful Life - Visioning
Arrive Song, Checklist & Your Next Steps

Module One: Arrive
Presence & Potency

 



It's time to grow your roots deep, be grounded and nourished
so you feel safe and calm, honouring your energy, rhythm and

lifestyle. Develop simple structures and systems to operate
your unique business in a way that feels relevant and

supportive for you..

Earth
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Module Two:

Welcome: Overview video of Module Two: Earth
Behind the Scenes
Deepen Into Earth Connection
Introducing Your Soul Business Ecology
Soul Business Garden Visioning
Nurture, Nourishment, Rhythm
5 Organic Stages of Soulful Business Growth
Living in Loops - Honouring Quantum Time
Simple Systems & Structures to Support You
Power Animal Shamanic Journey
Your Abundance Tree Art Project
Earth Song, Checklist & Your Next Steps

Module Two: Earth
Nourishment & Sacred Support

 



Expand into your big picture vision and activate your 'soul
business garden' to clarify your role and contribution to the
collective. Weave the different aspects of your life together
into one cohesive whole, aligned with your divine purpose. 

Spirit
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Module Three:

Welcome: Overview video of Module Three: Spirit
Behind the Scenes
Activating Your Big Vision
Finding Your Purpose & Role in the New Earth Vision
Ancestral Wisdom: Calling in the Ancients
Flipping the Script - Healing Old Patterns
Riding the Mystery at your Creative Edge of Evolution
Your Future Self
Spirit Song, Checklist & Your Next Steps

Module Three: Spirit
Awaken Your Vision

 

BONUS: Vow Clearing



Be guided into your deepest power and creative potential to
birth your visions into reality. Anchor into sacred wealth so you

are financially nourished and operating from deep trust and
prosperity. 

Womb
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Module Four:

Welcome: Overview video of Module Four: Womb
Behind the Scenes
Claim Your Power
Sacred Wealth Activation
Womb Love Healing Ceremony
Flowing with Your Cycles & Seasons
Rituals for Sacred Living
Amplify Your Potency & Ecstatic Expansion
Seeds of Your Womb
Womb Song, Checklist & Your Next Steps

Module Four: Womb
Activate Sacred Wealth

 

BONUS: Healing Past Lovers
BONUS: Clearing the Witch Wound
BONUS: Magical Money Mastery



With genuine connection, authenticity and generosity,
develop and refine your heartfelt offerings & services that

nurture your ideal clients. This elevates you into a higher level
of radiance, magnetism and financial flow.

Heart
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Module Five:

Welcome: Overview video of Module Five: Heart
Behind the Scenes
Sensual Radiance: Divine Heart Activation
Connection & Deepening Relationships
Queen Bee Activation 
Contribution & Sacred Exchange
Pricing Options
Client Nurture Pathways
Sales as Soulful Invitations
Developing Your Offerings
Heart Song, Checklist & Your Next Steps

Module Five: Heart
Your Soulful Offerings

 

BONUS: 3 x Offering Templates - Free Gift, Digital Offering &
Deeper Soulful Client Journey - Individual and Group options



It's time to be seen, sister! This is where you expand your
VISIBILITY so you can show up and speak up with courage
and potency. Develop your own simple visibility strategy to

call in the ones who resonate with you and value your
offerings, so you can make a bigger impact and bigger

income.

Voice
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Module Six:

Welcome: Overview video of Module Six: Voice
Behind the Scenes
Your Backstory & Superpowers
Awaken Your Divine Channel
Find Your Tribe - Who are you speaking to?
Your Message and Invitation
Your Soulful Visibility Strategy & Fun with Images
WILDfire PR Campaign
Clarity, Courage & Consistency
Voice Song, Checklist & Your Next Steps

Module Six: Voice
Courage & Visibility

 

BONUS: 3 x Emergent Launch Strategies - a one week, one
month and three month Launch Plan frameworks



This is where your beautiful life and business weaves
together, with a clear plan and next steps so you can can use
your time, resources. and energy wisely and take consistent
action to grow your flourishing business & receive income,
with plenty of space for other things that matter to you too.

Flow
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Module Seven:

Welcome: Overview video of Module Seven: Flow
Behind the Scenes
Recap of the Journey so Far
Weaving it all Together
Fleshing Out Your Soul Business Ecology
Your Business Workflows
Celebrating You
3 Month Priestess Planner
Integration & Embodiment
Flow Song, Checklist & Your Next Steps

Module Seven: Flow
Taking Guided Action

 

BONUS: See Bonus Resources on the following page



Bonuses
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How to Create Transformational e-courses
Mothership Organisational System for Your Projects
Digital Diva
Social Media Sanity
Podcasting Essentials
Website Witchery

These Resources are included in the Bonus Area
 

Connection, sharing and feedback
 

There are no other groups to join, because all course
communication happens within the Flourish Course Portal
itself. Under each module you are welcome to share your
insights and experiences, and ask questions if they arise. This
is an easy way to keep everything together and ease digital
overwhelm, as it's all in one place.

If you have any further questions, you can email me
connect@blossomingwoman.com.au

You can Join Flourish at:
 

 www,blossomingwoman.com.au/flourish

https://www.blossominngwoman.com.au/flourish
https://www.blossominngwoman.com.au/flourish

